Are Consumers Cashing Out?
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Ever since “automated clearing house” technology was introduced in the 1970s—enabling transactions to be handled electronically (like direct deposit payroll checks)—the demise of paper-based payment instruments has been predicted many times. Over the past few decades, rapid technological change in computers and telecommunications has provided Americans with many new means of paying for things—and those means have been increasingly electronic. Credit card transactions used to require that companies process paper receipts; now they are a fully electronic payment instrument. The use of debit cards—always electronically based—has expanded rapidly since they were introduced. And while consumers still write checks, they have been writing fewer of them—and those that are written are increasingly being cleared and settled electronically.

But cash is still used often—for small-value transactions, that is. Large-value transactions are almost never conducted with cash; the convenience and cost savings of electronic payments had attracted virtually all of the volume for large-value transactions as far back as 20 years ago. Historically, cash has been less expensive to use than other payment instruments for low-value transactions, but this advantage has been eroding as advances in computing and telecommunications lower information storage and access costs. Consumers still choose to carry and use cash in spite of the alternatives because of some of its other qualities: Cash remains widely accepted, offers the user some anonymity, and does not depend on complex communications networks (in a blackout, for example, cash would be accepted by nearly any-one, anywhere, unlike electronic payment instruments). The biggest drawbacks of cash are that it can be risky to carry and, if lost or stolen, it is difficult to recover.

While people are using electronic payments more, are they using cash less? It’s not an easy question to answer. Because using cash involves no third party, no one keeps records of its use and there is no way to directly count the total number or value of cash transactions. Unfortunately for people interested in payment trends, this fact also means they have to employ indirect measures to get an idea of how much cash people are using now and how this compares to the past.

Two indirect methods of measuring cash usage suggest that people are indeed switching from cash to more electronic forms of payment, but the process is happening slowly. Innovations in electronic payments may be gradually eroding the advantages of using cash, but cash is still preferred for many transactions.

Cash Usage
You could get an estimate of cash usage by surveying consumers and businesses, and this is occasionally done. Unfortunately, conducting such a survey periodically over time would be expensive, and the resulting data may not be that good. Reporting accurate figures would be time consuming and expensive for businesses. Most businesses deposit checks and cash together daily at their banks and therefore can only report the value of cash and checks combined. Some may have records that indicate the total value of cash received in a day, but not the actual number of cash transactions.

The information age has led to many new forms of payment, including credit cards, debit cards, and online banking. In many ways, these new mechanisms seem preferable to cash. While the disappearance of cash is a very long way off, it seems people are starting to use it less.

Another problem is that consumers are likely to have trouble recalling all of their cash transactions accurately. And consumers and businesses may not wish to acknowledge some cash transactions, either because of privacy concerns or because the transactions are associated with the underground economy—activities ranging from tax evasion to drug trafficking.

Indirect measures offer a less expensive alternative for estimating trends in cash usage. One is to analyze changes in the stock of currency. If we assume that the real value of the average cash transaction has remained roughly constant over the years, and if we assume that people do not spend the currency they hold more rapidly than in the past, then the total number of cash transactions would be proportional to the stock of currency people hold. Of the two assumptions, the latter is arguably the least likely to hold given that the introduction of ATMs in the early 1980s almost certainly altered how much cash consumers carry and how often they replenish those stocks. However, any change from ATMs is likely to have been a one-time effect. Since 1996, the number of ATM transactions has been relatively flat, sug-
The real value of currency outstanding has increased nearly 3.3 percent on average per year since 1980, suggesting no slackening in the demand for Federal Reserve notes. However, much of this growth has come from an increase in the number of notes that foreigners hold. In 1970, only about 10 percent of the total value of Federal Reserve notes outstanding was held overseas, but more recent estimates put it at over 45 percent, mostly in the form of $50s and $100s. Looking at overseas, but more recent estimates put it at over 45 percent, mostly in the form of $50s and $100s. Looking at the stock of currency estimated to be held domestically, we find that it has increased much more slowly, just 1.5 percent per year since 1980.

But $50 and $100 notes are not typically used in retail transactions (rather, people hold them as a store of value), so even this measure overstates the stock of currency held for domestic retail transactions. A better measure for this purpose excludes these denominations. When we focus on $1s through $20s, we see that the real value of small-denomination notes has drifted down 0.5 percent since 1980, suggesting that the total number of cash transactions has fallen—if the assumptions listed above hold and the number of cash transactions is proportional to the stock of cash. Lately, the shift away from cash seems to be quickening: Since 2000 the real value of small denomination notes has fallen nearly 1 percent.

To get an estimate of how cash’s share of total transactions has changed over time, we need an estimate of the total number of all transactions. We use real GDP (the total value of all transactions, adjusted for inflation) as an indirect measure of this number. We take the real value of cash outstanding and divide it by real GDP to give us an indirect measure of the proportion of total transactions that are conducted with cash. After netting out foreign holdings, what is clear from this method is that cash’s share of total transactions has trended down (see figure 1). Whether we look at the real value of all domestic currency outstanding per dollar of GDP or only the corresponding series for small-denomination notes, the post–World War II trend is consistently downward.

Another indirect measure of currency usage, which complements our own and was proposed by Geoffrey Gerdes of the Federal Reserve Board, is taken from notes that are removed from circulation. Whenever banks deposit currency at Federal Reserve Banks, one thing the Reserve Banks do with it is examine every note and destroy all those that are unfit for use. As part of this process, they record how many unfit notes are destroyed and their value. These records can be analyzed to estimate how much cash people are using. If consumers and businesses have not altered the way they handle notes over time and if the durability of the paper has not changed significantly, both good first approximations, then the number of unfit notes destroyed by the Reserve Banks would be proportional to the number of currency transactions.

We have Federal Reserve data on note destruction by denomination going back to 1980. There are sharp spikes in the series that correspond to the introduction of new notes combined with a decision to cull the older designs as they were deposited at Reserve Banks, as happened with $100s in 1991 and 1996, $50s in 1997, and $20s in 2000. But after allowing for these events, it appears that the number of destroyed notes peaked in the mid-1990s, whether one looks at the total real value of notes destroyed or just the real value of small-denomination notes. Thus, the destruction measure suggests that the number of cash transactions peaked in the mid-1990s, about the same time that the number of paper checks peaked, which is roughly consistent with the signal given by the stock of small-denomination currency. As with our first indirect measure, the real value of notes destroyed per dollar of real GDP (figure 2) also implies that cash’s share of total transactions has been falling.

The declining use of cash is not confined to the United States. One study found that in 10 of the 16 developed countries investigated, the most recent trend in real total home currency outstanding was flat or down. For the same set of countries, the trend for small-denomination notes was flat or down for 13 of these 16 countries (large denominations, as in the United States, are more likely to be held as a store of value than for transaction purposes). Another study found evidence that, although cash usage remains significant, electronic substitutes are lowering the demand for cash in 13 developed countries. A research study on the use of cash in Norway employed an econometric model to estimate the share of consumers’ cash transactions. It showed that cash’s share had fallen from 81 percent in 1990 to just 54 percent in 2000 and forecast that cash’s share would fall to 25 percent by 2010.

A by-product of that Norwegian analysis raises an important question for central banks and their provision of cash. The study estimated that in 2000 over 60 percent of Norway’s outstanding cash was associated with the underground economy—everything from tax evasion to drug trafficking. The magnitude of these activities was estimated to be about 7.5 percent of Norway’s GDP, a figure consistent with more conventional estimates of the size of its underground economy. Norwegian payment data are more detailed than in most other countries, so similar estimates are more difficult to obtain for them, but it is likely that cash plays a similarly outsized role in other countries’ underground economies. As the legitimate use of cash declines, central banks will face the question of whether to continue to supply cash in the same manner or whether to make changes to impede the attractiveness of cash for illegal transactions.

Such a question is not unprecedented. Already governments limit the value of the highest note in circulation to make it difficult to conduct high-value transactions with cash. As a result, the volume of currency involved in illegal drug trafficking is larger than that of the drugs themselves, and is thus a bigger logistical problem. And as part of their anti-money-laundering laws, some governments require that cash transactions above a certain level be reported.

— Payment Innovations

Cash faces increasing competition from new and improved alternative payment instruments. From 2000 to 2003, credit card transactions grew 6.7 percent, automated clearing house
transactions grew 13.4 percent, debit card transactions grew 20 percent, and electronic benefit transfers grew 15.4 percent. Meanwhile, the number of paper checks, an old payment stalwart, declined 4.3 percent.

If the pressure from existing payment instruments is not enough, other innovations are on the horizon. To discuss just one example, cell phones overseas increasingly include near-field communication (NFC) chips that allow them to perform contactless payments. In the United States, the early use of contactless payments has focused on cards rather than on cell phones: Mastercard’s PayPass and Visa’s payWave. Costing only a few cents, NFC chips can contain more information than the magnetic stripe on a credit or debit card. What makes cell phones such a potent potential competitor to cash is that the average American is twice as likely to carry his cell phone as cash, with 18–34-year olds four times more likely. Cell phones can also be used to access online accounts. And if they are lost or stolen, they can be deactivated. Such an innovation erodes or eliminates cash’s advantage on every dimension except anonymity and robustness to infrastructure failure.

Electronic payment innovations can also lower the total cost to society of making payments. One study estimates that 12 European countries had saved the equivalent of about 0.38 percent of their GDPs by increasing the share of noncash transactions made with electronic payments from 43 percent to 79 percent from 1987 to 1999. Future innovations promise even more savings, but adoption is often hindered—as it is for all types of new goods—by startup costs and consumer inertia.

Payment innovations face an additional hurdle because of network economies (where the value of a good to any one consumer depends on how many other consumers have adopted it). A payment instrument is only useful to the extent that consumers possess it and merchants accept it, but there may be uncertainty over which innovation will be widely adopted. In such cases, the government may be able to facilitate the “coordination problem” associated with the adoption of innovations (see “The Fate of One-Dollar Coins in the U.S.” in the Recommended Reading). Fortunately, most payment innovations do not require a new network and can be piggy-backed to existing ones.

Going forward, because of the added convenience and cost savings that future innovations will undoubtedly provide, new payment instruments will reduce the use of cash. But such innovations will likely compete more with existing alternatives to cash until they can match cash’s anonymity and versatility in small-value transactions.

Consumers will continue to adopt new payment instruments and technologies, but cash will certainly not vanish from the economy anytime soon. Cash’s unique advantages should ensure that people will continue to hold at least some cash and use it for the foreseeable future, even though the proportion of payments they make with cash will continue to decline, as will the absolute number of cash transactions. Furthermore, demand for large-denomination notes as a store of value appears likely to remain strong for the foreseeable future.
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---

**Figure 1** Real Value of Currency Per Real GDP
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**Figure 2** Real Value of Notes Destroyed Per Dollar of Real GDP
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